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Abstract—With Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
extended to commercial Ethernet, modern Data Center Networks
(DCNs) carry both traditional TCP and RDMA, to support
diversified application requirements. RDMA flows are guaranteed
lossless transmission through Priority-based Flow Control (PFC),
while TCP flows are generally lossy traffic with packet loss.
However, TCP is prone to excessively occupy the shared
buffer, frequently triggering PFC pause frames and overflows
at switches, damaging the performance of RDMA, which expose
the vulnerability of existing buffer management policies. In
this paper, we propose L2BM, a buffer management algorithm
for shared-memory switches to support dynamic hybrid traffic.
L2BM utilizes the average occupying time of packets in each
ingress queues, to perceive the congestion states timely at ingress
ports, allocating the ingress pool fairly and flexibly. Based on the
perception, L2BM allocates more buffer for ingress queues with
faster drain and lower congestion degrees to absorb micro-burst
and reduce pause frames, less buffer for long-occupied queues
to prevent excessive injection. As a result, L2BM achieves low
tail latency, high burst traffic absorption capacity and low buffer
occupancy. Evaluations show that L2BM enable to cut the tail
latency of RDMA traffic by 50% at high workloads, reduce the
buffer occupancy by 40% and decrease average query delay by
57%, while ensuring few PFC pause frames and maintaining
good performance of TCP flows.
Index Terms—DCN, TCP, RDMA, buffer management, PFC

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of high-

performance computing and online services, Data Center

Networks (DCNs) have increasingly high requirements for

high bandwidth and low latency. In large-scale commercial

DCNs, the link bandwidth has reached 100Gbps, while

switches are gradually tending to shallow buffers to reduce

latency [1]. In addition to queuing delay at switches, high

CPU overhead and processing latency cause traditional TCP

fails to meet services highly sensitive to delay and packet

loss. Therefore, the deployment of such services usually

adopts Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) technology,

to support some new generation DCN workloads [2]. RDMA

directly transmits data to storage space of target receivers,

thus rapidly completing the exchange of massages between

the memory of computing nodes without the participation

of kernels, greatly reducing the processing delay at end

hosts. In order to adapt to Ethernet switches and network

interface cards in DCNs, RDMA over commodity Ethernet

(RoCEv2) [3] is designed and extended to the IP layer.

Meanwhile, many traditional applications require steady

throughput and high reliability. Therefore, applications in

modern DCNs are extensive, with complex and diverse

transmission requirements [4], [5].

To meet diverse application demands, RDMA is often

used for distributed high-performance applications like

artificial intelligence, scientific computing [3], while TCP

and its related extensions [6]–[8] are still dominant for

communication between some traditional applications and

inter data centers. Unfortunately, distributed high-performance

applications are characterized by many-to-one communication

pattern, resulting in Incast traffic [9], [10]. Under Incast

traffic, synchronized bursts exceed the egress port capacity

of switches, causing queue to build up and may lead to

congestive packet loss, which is a great blow to delay-

sensitive applications. To cope with packet loss and mitigate

timeout, TCP (lossy traffic) utilizes fast retransmission and fast

recovery mechanism, while RDMA (lossless traffic) lacks a

complete packet loss protection mechanism. To ensure lossless

transmission of RDMA in Ethernet, switches are configured

with Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) mechanism. Once

an ingress port detects that its buffer occupancy exceeds a

specified threshold, it prevents upstream ports from sending

packets through specific PFC frames. TCP and RDMA

flows have different requirements for switch buffer, but they

inevitably share resource on switches while coexisting. When

the switch buffer is limited, the coexisted hybrid traffic will

encroach resource and affect each other.

The key technologies on switches to realize that TCP

and RDMA share buffer resources are mainly summarized

as two parts: 1) Switch port queues are divided into lossy

queues and lossless queues. TCP flows and RDMA flows

are isolated to different queues through flow priority with

bandwidth reserved. RDMA traffic enters lossless queues

through Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) mark to

reduce the interaction between two traffic classes; 2) In order

to make better use of shallow buffer, Dynamic Threshold (DT)

algorithm is adopted at both ingress and egress ports. Each

queue is allocated memory from a shared buffer pool. The

shared buffer threshold of each port and each traffic class

is proportional to the size of unallocated shared buffer size

controlled by a specific factor. If the occupancy of one queue

exceeds the threshold, PFC or packet loss will be triggered.

However, different transmission requirements and PFC

mechanism bring following problems and challenges for
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hybrid traffic to share memory:

• Congestion degree of packets is unaware for ingress
queues. Different from the First In First Out (FIFO)

rules of egress queues, ingress queues cannot sense the

congestion degree of packets in output queues. Some

queues can be discharged quickly though there are more

packets, while others queues are occupied for longer time

as related output queues are congested. Using traditional

DT [11] to allocate buffer or PFC threshold may result in

low buffer utilization, as packets are still lost or PFC is

triggered though enough space is remained. Packet loss

of concurrent flows will cause tail latency. And frequent

PFC pause frames inevitably damage the performance

of RDMA, leading to problems such as head-of-the-line

blocking, deadlock, unfairness and PFC storms [3], [12]–

[14].

• Excessive occupation of lossy traffic. Lossy traffic like
TCP often sends messages according to the window and

has longer congestion control loop, leading to excessive

buffer occupancy and unfair resource allocation, which

may cause packet loss and even starve lossless traffic like

RDMA flows.

To solve problems above caused by the hybrid protocol

traffic sharing underlying network, existing solutions focus

on optimizing the division of egress buffer pool to improve

buffer occupancy, such as traditional DT algorithm and

other optimization algorithms based on the DT [15]–[18]. In

particular, ABM [19] can isolate traffic of different protocols

with priority queues at switches and performs well, but only

supports lossy traffic like TCP. Unfortunately, all of these

schemes do not take PFC thresholds at ingress and resource

allocation of lossless traffic into consideration.

In this paper, based on traffic patterns, congestion features

and buffer occupation of TCP and RDMA, we propose

L2BM, a dynamic algorithm for hybrid buffer management in

shared-memory switches. L2BM utilizes the occupying time

of packets in ingress pools to weigh the congestion states of

queues, so as to allocate buffer threshold flexibly for flow

control. Specifically, we design a packet sojourn time module

to record the average occupying time of packets in each ingress

queue. Through this module, not blindly determining PFC

thresholds for ingress queues with consistent control factors

any more, L2BM can predict the emptying rate of ingress

queues and adjust the control factor of DT timely with a weight

inversely proportional to the occupying time, so as to adapt

to traffic patterns with different congestion levels and sojourn

time. As a result, L2BM promises larger buffer (with high

PFC threshold) to queues emptied faster, by setting a larger

weight to prevent PFC pause frames and absorb bursts, while

allocating smaller weights to queues occupied longer, avoiding

excessive injection and occupancy. While improving burst

absorption of switches, L2BM can alleviate the interference

between lossless traffic and lossy traffic by limiting buffer

occupancy and decreasing pause frames.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We reveal the problem that lossy traffic like TCP in

hybrid protocol DCNs increases the latency of RDMA

traffic and triggers frequent PFC pause frames in shallow-

buffer switches. And we analyze the reasons including

that different protocols are not distinguished and the

emptying rate of ingress queues cannot be perceived.

• We design a buffer management algorithm L2BM, to

protect lossless RDMA traffic at Ethernet switches in

hybrid DCNs. Innovatively, L2BM utilizes the average

occupying time of packets in ingress queues to perceive

congestion states of hybrid protocols, adjusting the PFC

threshold allocation factor in real time.

• We implement a sojourn time recording module in

switch Memory Management Unit (MMU) with C++.

Through large-scale ns-3 simulation, we verify that

L2BM decreases the tail latency of RDMA by 50%,
reduces the buffer occupancy by 40% and decreases

average query delay by 57%, while ensuring few PFC

pause frames and maintaining good performance of TCP

flows.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II out-

lines the background knowledge and explains the motivation

of our work. The proposed L2BM is detailed in Section III.

Thereafter, the performance evaluation and analysis are shown

in Section IV. Then Section V briefly survey the related works

and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

In this section, we first introduce shared memory switches

for lossless traffic, including buffer management, PFC

mechanism and traffic isolation. Then we discuss drawbacks of

existing buffer management policies for hybrid traffic through

analysis and simulation experiments.

A. Shared buffer management in DCNs

MMU

Switching 
fabric

Egress 
pool

Ingress 
pool

Shared 
memory

Output queues

PFCIngress link 1

Egress link 2

Egress link 3

Egress link 1

Ingress link 2

Ingress link 3...

...

Fig. 1: The architecture of a shared-memory switch.

Shared memory switch architecture [20]: Fig. 1 shows the
framework of a output-queued shared-memory switch. Packets

arriving at different ingress ports are sent and stored in egress

queues in negligible time, assuming that the switch fabric can

process incoming packets with routing algorithms fast enough.

For high buffer utilization, each queue in all egress ports are

assigned a static reserved buffer to ensure the basic forwarding

function, and shares the public memory to tolerate burst traffic

on the basis of specific buffer allocation policies in Memory

Management Unit (MMU). In order to implement the PFC
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mechanism at ingress, unlike traditional switches, the MMU

of switches designed for lossless networks needs to maintain

both the ingress and egress pool allocation, separately for PFC

and egress queue share.

Isolation of lossless traffic and lossy traffic: TCP responds
to congestion at switches much slower than RDMA owing to

its long Round Trip Time (RTT) (TCP 25.4μs v.s. RDMA

1.7μs) [21]. Assuming that lossy packets and lossless packets
queue in the same physical queue, RDMA end nodes can

quickly perceive the queue accumulation and reduce sending

rates, while TCP is still sending packets in a large window,

which will cause RDMA traffic starvation. Therefore, lossy

traffic and lossless traffic are isolated in different priority

queues for separate congestion control. For example, two

priorities are for RDMA while others for TCP. Accordingly,

egress ports schedule 8 priority queue packets through Round

Robin algorithm, reserving link bandwidth for diverse queues.

Switch buffer configuration for hybrid traffic: Attention,
packets are actually written in the central memory and

queue at egress queues, while egress pools and ingress

pools can be regarded as virtual counters, used to set the

thresholds of ingress queue and egress queue respectively.

Each arriving packet can be enqueued only if it is admitted

by both the ingress pool and related egress pool at the

same time, otherwise dropped. Meanwhile, this packet is

repeatedly recorded by the ingress pool queue counter and

egress pool queue counter. After the packet depart from the

switch, corresponding byte size is removed from both pools

simultaneously.

PFC is a hop-by-hop two-layer priority flow control

mechanism, which creates eight virtual channels on an

Ethernet link. Each virtual channel is assigned a corresponding

priority of IEEE 802.1P, permitting the suspension and restart

of any virtual channel separately, so that flows of other

virtual channels can pass through without interruption. PFC of

ingress ports is triggered by the occupancy of ingress buffer.

Ingress pool adopts dynamic buffer sharing. The maximum

buffer space for the priority of each port is controlled by a

configurable parameter. The buffer size allocated for traffic

priority p of ingress port i is Bp
i :

Bp
i (t) = α×

[
B −

N∑
i=1

8∑
p=1

Qp
i (t)

]
, (1)

where α is the configurable control parameter default set to 1
16 ,

B is the total buffer size, Qp
i (t) is the buffer occupancy size

of ingress port i and priority p at time t, and N is the number

of active ports. Each ingress port uses the reserved memory

first. When the reserved buffer is used up, shared buffer starts

to come in handy.

Once PFC threshold Bp
i is exceeded, for lossless traffic,

the port generates a pause frame to the given upstream

port/priority, and there is a headroom reserved to absorb on-

flight packets on the link before the pause frame reaches

upstream ports and takes effect. The size of the headroom

is decided by the Maximum Transmit Unit (MTU) size, PFC

reaction time of the egress port, and the propagation delay

between the sender and the receiver. After the ingress queue

length gradually drop to another low threshold, a resume frame

is sent to recover the transmission. In particular, for lossy

traffic, packets out of thresholds are just dropped at the ingress.

Fig. 2 shows how PFC works.

p0

p0
p1

p7

p0
p1

p7

XOFF threshold

Upstream
Egress port

Downstream
Ingress port

PFC
pause frame

Fig. 2: How PFC works.

Similarly, the dynamic threshold algorithm is also adopted

at egress ports to divide buffer size for different priority

queues, and all exceeding packets are discarded here. To

prevent lossless traffic starvation, two independent buffer

pools are used at the egress to manage lossless and lossy

traffic respectively. In recent years, many buffer management

strategies based on switch egress queues have been proposed,

like EDT [16], TDT [17], ABM [19].

On the whole, buffer space for lossless traffic is divided into

three parts: static buffer, service pool and headroom pool.

• Static buffer: a buffer size separately divided from the

buffer on the chip, which is used to divide the port

guaranteed buffer. The static buffer shared by a port is

exclusive and cannot be used by other ports even when

it is empty.

• Service pool: a shared memory for all ports, divided by

specific buffer management policies.

• Headroom pool: reserved for on-flight packets while

triggering PFC pause frames for lossless traffic. Buffer

space for lossy traffic has no headroom pool.

B. Drawbacks for hybrid traffic

The differences between these two traffic classes in hybrid

DCNs are summarized as follows: 1) RTT of TCP is much

larger than RDMA, which makes TCP flows occupying

buffer more aggressively; 2) RDMA needs PFC to guarantee

no packet loss; 3) Their traffic patterns are different. To

protect lossless traffic and achieve optimal buffer allocation at

switches in hybrid DCNs, buffer management policies needs to

satisfy: 1) Reduce the chance of PFC pause frames, to protect

lossless traffic performance and avoid diverse problems caused

by PFC; 2) High burst flow absorption capacity and fairness;

3) Enable to flexibly distinguish traffic pattern and congestion

degree, to reduce the waste of buffer resources.

1) When buffer allocation meets flow control: Specifically,

the buffer allocation in lossy networks only works on

destination output ports, that is, whether an arriving packet is

admitted depends on whether the destination output port queue
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exceeds its queue threshold allocated by buffer management

algorithms, and the packet may be discarded. However, in

lossless networks, flow control is introduced to ensure zero

packet loss, which works on switch ingress queues to prevent

packet loss caused by excessive traffic injection into the switch

from a single port. Therefore, the switch needs to maintain

two thresholds, the buffer allocation threshold at the egress

and the PFC threshold at the ingress, for a dual guarantee

of high burst absorption capacity and zero packet loss. There

is no doubt that this brings about a problem, that how does

PFC threshold distinguish traffic of different protocols and

different congestion levels, so as to ensure both the expected

performance of buffer allocation and a good flow control

effect.

2) Defects of classical policies: To protect lossless queue

forwarding without packet loss, some switches can divide

egress service pools into lossy queue service pools and lossless

queue service pools automatically or manually. However,

rigid division makes resource allocation inflexible, and the

service pool at ingress is still shared. Therefore, switches

often use general dynamic thresholds to pursue fairness, but

cannot identify the congestion degree of each queue and

the traffic with different service rate protocols. Specifically,

the ingress pool only counts received packets, and does not

know whether packets are congested at output queues, nor

does it know the discharge rate of the ingress queue at this

moment. Unfortunately, an more advanced buffer management

algorithm ABM proposed recently, which claims to combine

buffer management with active queue management to isolate

traffic of different protocols, does not perform well in lossy

and lossless hybrid networks, as it only considers TCP traffic

and buffer division based on switch output priority queue, not

considering flow control at ingress.

3) The influence of lossy traffic on lossless networks: We

use some simulation experiments to demonstrate the different

modes and interactions of TCP traffic and RDMA traffic. We

use a three-layer fat-tree topology with 128 severs to generate

both TCP traffic and RDMA traffic for server applications. The

switch is configured with PFC and uses the dynamic threshold

algorithm mentioned in the background.

First of all, we do not consider hybrid traffic, but separately

test the switch buffer occupancy of TCP and RDMA traffic

under the same web search workload. Servers under each leaf

switch randomly send data to servers under other leaf switches.

We use DCTCP [22] and DCQCN [12] for congestion control.

Fig. 3(a) shows that under the same workload, TCP traffic

occupies much more than RDMA traffic on the switch, because

TCP has long RTT and RDMA has high requirements for

lossless transmission. When these two traffic classes share

switch resources, how to set the flow control threshold/buffer

allocation is a huge challenge.

Fig. 3(b) shows the tail latency of RDMA flows under

TCP/RDMA hybrid traffic. The load of RDMA flows is kept

unchanged, while the load of TCP applications increases from

0.1 to 0.8. Unfortunately, we find that even if lossy traffic

and lossless traffic are isolated to different priority queues,

(a) Buffer occupancy of RDMA and
TCP respectively.

(b) Tail latency of RDMA flows with
different BM algorithms.

Fig. 3: Buffer occupancy of TCP/RDMA and tail latency of

RDMA flows with the load of TCP flows increasing.

the increase of TCP load still greatly pulls up the tail latency

of RDMA flows. ABM performs even worse under high loads.

Meanwhile we have observed a large number of PFC pause

frames, which are not expected to happen. The reason is

that traditional Ethernet switch buffer management algorithms

lack consideration of flow control. When lossy traffic and

lossless traffic coexist, their congestion levels are different,

as shown in Fig. 4. Flow control thresholds cannot correctly

sense the congestion level at egress queues. Therefore, we

design a buffer management algorithm that can flexibly adjust

the allocation of ingress pools by perceiving congestion degree

through the average waiting time of ingress packets.

Lossy traffic
Lossless traffic
Background traffic

Priority1

Priority2

...

Congested queue
 at egress

Ingress 
queue

Egress 
queue

port

Switch

Fig. 4: Priority queues at ingress and egress ports under

different congestion states of hybrid traffic.

III. DESIGN

Motivated by defects of classical policies and experimental

observations, we propose L2BM, a congestion-aware buffer

management algorithm at ingress for PFC thresholds. In this

section, we first explain the framework of L2BM, then discuss

details of two important components of L2BM, a congestion

perception module and buffer allocation strategy at ingress for

flow control. Finally, we theoretically analyze the performance

of L2BM in all aspects.

A. Framework of L2BM
The architecture of L2BM is showed in Fig. 5. At shared-

memory switches in hybrid DCNs, the egress queue threshold,

allocated by egress pool, is set to limit the length of the output

queues, which is related to congestion control, preventing
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PFC 
threshold

Sojourn time 
module

Ingress pool occupation

Check 
admission

Enqueue
module Dequeue

Egress pool occupation

Egress queue threshold

Input 
packet

Check 
send PFC

switch

Fig. 5: L2BM architecture.

excessive occupancy or starvation. However, the ingress pool

is shared by hybrid traffic. PFC threshold, allocated by L2BM

at the ingress pool, is set to check sending pause frames or

not, achieving flow control and preventing packet loss due

to excessive injection. An arriving packet can be allocated

memory and sent to the destination device only if it is admitted

by both the ingress port and destination egress port, that is

occupation of the ingress and the egress queue it belongs to

neither exceeds the corresponding thresholds. Once this packet

enqueues with admission or dequeues to downstream devices,

occupancy of buffer pools is updated or removed, meanwhile

the congestion detect module records and updates the average

occupying time of related ingress queues. The implementation

of L2BM consists the congestion detection module based on

packet sojourn time at ingress ports and the concrete buffer

management algorithm, which are detailed as following two

parts.

B. Congestion detection module

Different from the FIFO queuing mode of output-queued

packets, the waiting time of a packet in the ingress queue

depends on its queue location in the destination output queue.

This leads to a problem, that two input queues with the

same queue length may need to be emptied in different

time due to the different congestion levels of the output

ports corresponding to the packets. However, TCP packets

tend to pile up in output queues because of their slow

response to congestion. Even if a smaller Explicit Congestion

Notification (ECN) [13] threshold is set to control congestion,

RDMA can react faster and packets can be emptied faster.

Naturally, we should allocate a larger PFC threshold for

queues that can be emptied as soon as possible to prevent

unnecessary pause frames, and allocate smaller space for

congested queues to prevent them from over occupying and

causing packet loss. When the occupation of a queue reaches

a certain threshold, the sojourn time of a single packet does

not represent the emptying rate of the queue. Therefore, our

congestion detection module utilizes the average sojourn time

of all packets in an ingress queue , which are insidious to

different output queues, to measure the discharging rate. At

the input port, the congestion sensing module establishes a

residence time recorder and a packet counter for each input

queue. Update the sojourn time and counter every time a

packet is queued or queued. In this way, the congestion sensing

module can know the average occupied time of packets in

the ingress queue at any time. The sojourn time of packets,

namely the queuing time, can be calculated by the length of

the destination output queue and related link capacity.

TABLE I: Parameters of shared buffer policy

Parameter Description
B Total shared buffer size of switch
t Time

Q(t) Total buffer occupation at time t

Qp
out,i

Length of output queue at egress
port i/priority p

Qp
in,i

Length of input queue at ingress
port i/priority p

Np
i

The number of packets
at ingress port i/priority p

μpi Drain rate of egress port i/priority p

τpi
Average sojourn time of packets

at ingress queue
α Parameter for shared buffer allocation

T p
i (t) PFC threshold of queue at port i/priority p at t

We detail the sojourn time module in Algorithm 1.

Parameters of shared buffer policy are listed in TABLE I.

Qp
out,i and Qp

in,i are actually buffer size occupied by specific

queues, similar to accouters at ingress ports and egress ports.

Once a packet is admitted and enqueues, Qp
out,i and Qp

in,i

are updated and recorder the packet size. In order to measure

the average residence time of all packets in ingress queues,

theoretically, the switch needs to establish a counter for each

non discharged packet to update how long the packet can leave

the queue in real time. However, the memory capacity of the

switch is limited. In order to ensure an efficient exchange rate,

the switch only maintains a total latency recorder for each

input queue, and updates it when there are packets in and out

of the queue. Specifically, once a packet received by port i
destined for port j/priority p enqueues, the length of the output
queue will be updated immediately. The length of the output

queue Qp
out,j at this time and the port rate μp

j of the priority

queue can be used to calculate the sojourn time of this packet,

which will be included in the total time, and the number of

packets Np
i will be updated at the same time. As long as

one packet is not drained, its remaining waiting time will

continue to decrease until it is discharged. Therefore, when

updating the total time, in addition to adding the waiting time

of new packets, the time interval tinterval that undischarged
packets has been waiting for from last update time tprev to

now should be removed, finally forming Δ, as line 8 and line
9 in Algorithm 1 shows. Once a packet departs from the queue,

the total time needs to remove the remaining sojourn time and

update the number of packets, as line 14 shows.

Eventually, the average sojourn time of packets at ingress

port i/priority p can be expressed as:

τpi =
ttotal
Np
i

. (2)
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When there are enough buffered packets in an ingress

queue, the remaining discharge time of each packet forms a

distribution. For queues with short average latency, they are at

low congestion degrees. These queues are allocated larger PFC

thresholds as they can be emptied faster. For queues with long

average latency, most packets will occupy the buffer for a long

time and the discharge rate is slow, hence there is congestion

detected and queues need to be limited in avoid of excessive

occupation.

Algorithm 1 Sojourn time updating algorithm
1: Initialize total sojourn time of packets at ingress port

i/priority p;
2: Once a packet received by port i destined for port

j/priority p enqueues:

3: if Np
i > 0 then

4: tinterval = tnow − tprev;
5: else
6: tinterval = 0;
7: end if
8: Δ =

Qp
j

μp
j
−Np

i × tinterval;

9: ttotal = ttotal +Δ;
10: Np

i = Np
i + 1;

11: tprev = tnow;
12: Once a packet received by port i destined for port

j/priority p dequeues:

13: Np
i = Np

i − 1;
14: ttotal = ttotal − (tnow − tprev);

C. Buffer management algorithm
L2BM is a buffer management scheme for the switch ingress

pool, which combines flow control and congestion control. The

threshold is the upper limit of the amount of data that can be

received by the ingress port and is used for PFC. PFC threshold

in L2BM not only considers the remaining buffer space, but

also considers the congestion degree of packets queuing at

output queues, which is measured by the average residence

time.

T p
i (t) =

C

τpi
× α× [B −Q(t)] . (3)

Control factor α. Based on the traditional dynamic

threshold algorithm used by RoCEv2, the shared buffer

allocation per port per traffic class is controlled by a parameter

α. A large α can help reduce the chance of PFC pause frame

generation, but a large α may lead to unfair buffer allocation

and long queuing delay. In most real switches, α is usually

set to 0.125. Of course, α can be configured according to

the urgency and quality of service of traffic with different

priorities.

Congestion perception factor. L2BM adds another control

factor, which is the sojourn time of packets at ingress ports,

to revise α. τpi is maintained by the congestion detection

module. C is a normalization constant, which can be adjusted

and configured in different switches. In our experiment, we

normalize C as the sum of the average sojourn time of packets

in all ingress queues. This revise factor actually assigns the

weight to different priority queues (traffic classes) according

to their congestion degree, which is inversely proportional to

the average sojourn time. Of course, the normalization method

can be customized under different optimization objectives and

application priorities.

D. Analysis
For a queue at ingress port i/priority p, the buffer allocation

factor weighted by the occupied time is normalized and

defined as wp
i (t), which is an adaptive control parameter:

wp
i (t) =

C

τpi (t)
× α. (4)

When all active ingress queues are gradually occupied and

reach the allocated PFC thresholds by L2BM, finally in a

steady state, that is, arrival rate of packets is basically equal to

the queue draining rate, total buffer occupation of the switch

is

Q(t) =

N∑
i=1

8∑
p=1

Qp
in,i(t), (5)

Q(t) =
N∑
i=1

8∑
p=1

T p
i (t), (6)

Q(t) =
N∑
i=1

8∑
p=1

wp
i (t)× (B −Q(t)). (7)

It can be solved from Eq. (7) that

Q(t) =
B
∑N

i=1

∑8
p=1 wp

i (t)

1 +
∑N

i=1

∑8
p=1 wp

i (t)
, (8)

T p
i (t) =

Bwp
i (t)

1 +
∑N

i=1

∑8
p=1 wp

i (t)
. (9)

No burst flows: As described in the motivation, buffer

occupancy of TCP flows is usually higher than that of RDMA,

as TCP flows perceive congestion at switches slowly. L2BM

can help switch ingress ports quickly sense the occupation time

and congestion degree of TCP flows, and limit the allocated

weight by Eq. (4), restricting the flow control threshold as

Eq. (9) shows. Accordingly, RDMA traffic will be assigned a

larger PFC threshold to tolerate unpredictable burst traffic.

Burst flow arrival: Burst traffic generated by sudden

requests is injected into the switch from several ingress ports

and queued at the same egress port queue, which makes the

average waiting time of RDMA packets longer. After the

module detects congestion, it will appropriately reduce the

threshold to prevent excessive injection and overflow. It is

worth noting that draining rates of ingress queues depend on

the location and congestion degree of the destination output

queues, rather than the port discharging rate, which is the

reason why L2BM utilizes the buffer occupying time to adjust

α.
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Mitigate PFC diffusion: In Algorithm 1, the extra waiting

time of packets due to ports being paused by PFC is not

included in the average waiting time, that is, the module only

calculates the queuing delay and ignores the suspended time,

so as to avoid misjudging the suspension caused by PFC

as excessive injection of the ingress ports, and reduce the

unnecessary spreading of PFC to upstream devices.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate L2BM through large-scale ns-3

simulations. Our experiment is dedicated to highlighting the

following results:

• L2BM can effectively protect the performance of RDMA

in the hybrid protocol DCNs. When the load of lossy

traffic increases, it can maintain the Flow Completion

Time (FCT) of RDMA without damaging TCP flows. In

particular, under high load, L2BM can reduce the 99%

FCT slowdown of RDMA flows by 50%, reduce the total

buffer occupation of ToR switches by 40%, and greatly

reduce the number of PFC pause frames during a certain

period.

• L2BM has good burst traffic absorption capacity. Under

the same background TCP traffic load, L2BM can

reduce the tail latency of incast flows by 23% and

average request latency by 57%, effectively improving the

tolerance of Ethernet switches to burst RDMA traffic.

Setup. The DCN topology shown in Fig. 6, a three-layer

clos [23] architecture has 2 core switches, 4 aggregation

switches and 4 Top of Rack (ToR) switches. Each ToR switch

connects 32 servers with 25Gbps links , 128 servers and

10 switches in total. Link bandwidth between switches is

100Gbps. Propagation delay between aggregation switches and

core switches is 5μs, and the remaining links are 1μs. All
switches are configured with PFC. The total shared buffer size

of the switch is 4MB. All servers are installed with RDMA

Network Interface Cards (NICs), which are compatible with

RDMA and TCP traffic.

Core Core

Agg Agg Agg Agg

ToR ToR ToR ToR

Servers Servers Servers Servers

100Gbps link

25Gbps link

4*32 severs

Fig. 6: Topology of the DCN in our simulations.

Workload. We generate traffic based on incast traffic and
Web Search, a realistic workload heavy tailed. For Web Search

workload, we generate flows with the Cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of flow size under realistic workload. For

incast traffic, a target server requests a file of a certain size,

which is distributed and stored in other random N servers.

For example, if the request size is x MB, these N servers will

respond almost simultaneously, that is, each of them sends x
N

MB data to the target server at the same time. Incast traffic is

also called fan-in bursts [10], characterized by high burst, high

synchronization, and only if all N flows have been finished

can the request be completed. We can define the severity of

bursts by adjusting the value of N .

Comparison schemes. We use the traditional dynamic

threshold algorithm DT and ABM as the comparison policies.

The basic idea of these two schemes is briefly described as

follows:

• DT is a dynamic algorithm for PFC threshold and output

queue threshold used in Ethernet switches by default. The

ingress and egress ports can be designed with different α.
Here we mainly consider ingress pool. The larger α is,

the harder it is to trigger PFC, but queue delay increases

and unfairness is caused. The smaller α is, the easier it

is to trigger PFC and bring a series of problems. In order

to discuss the actual impact of α on lossless networks,

we choose α = 0.125 and α = 0.5. The former refers to
the PFC used in RoCEv2 network of Microsoft, and the

latter is a default common parameter.

• ABM is designed based on switch output queues.

Considering the number of congested queues and

bandwidth allocation of each priority at egress ports,

ABM can reduce the interaction of flows with different

congestion control protocols.

The congestion control algorithm adopted by TCP flows is

DCTCP, and DCQCN is adopted by RDMA, both of which

are based on ECN feedback. We compare the switch total

buffer occupancy, the number of PFC pause frames and FCT

slowdown (normalized FCT) i.e., the actual FCT divided by

the ideal FCT with no other traffic in the network, under

different TCP loads and different burst concurrency. 99% FCT

is also called tail latency.

A. Isolation effect of lossy traffic and lossless traffic

We adopt the topology shown in Fig. 6. In order to realize

a hybrid network where RDMA and TCP flows share switch

resources, 16 servers under each ToR switch generate RDMA

traffic by Poisson arriving according to the flow size CDF of

web search application. The average arrival rate is related to

traffic load, and data is randomly sent to all other servers.

The other 16 servers generate TCP flows in the same way.

Each port of the switch has eight priority queues in total. We

use two of them to isolate lossless traffic and lossy traffic.

In experiments, RDMA traffic maintains a load of 0.4, and

TCP traffic load increases from 0.1 to 0.8. We evaluate the

isolation effect of various buffer management algorithms on

lossless traffic, 99% FCT slowdown, buffer occupancy, and

the number of PFC pause frames.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. As can be

seen in Fig. 7(a), with the increase of TCP traffic load, RDMA

traffic is gradually encroached, resulting in an increase of 99%
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(a) RDMA flows. (b) TCP flows. (c) Buffer occupancy. (d) Number of PFC pause frames.

Fig. 7: Performance comparison as the load of TCP traffic increases. L2BM outperforms by achieving lower FCT
slowdown for both RDMA and TCP flows, especially at high loads. L2BM can reduce the overall buffer occupation of
ToR switches and effectively decrease the number of PFC pause frames.

(a) ToR switch 1. (b) ToR switch 2. (c) ToR switch 3. (d) ToR switch 4.

Fig. 8: CDF of four ToR switches. On the whole, L2BM optimizes the total occupancy.

(a) RDMA flows. (b) TCP flows.

Fig. 9: L2BM significantly reduces the FCT of lossless
traffic, while maintaining and optimizing the FCT of lossy
traffic.

FCT slowdown, which affects the effect and experience of

web query applications. Under heavy load of lossy traffic,

compared with the default DT algorithm, L2BM can reduce

the 99% FCT slowdown of RDMA by nearly 50%, while not
sacrificing TCP flows, reducing the 99% FCT slowdown of

TCP flows by about 30% in Fig. 7(b). Compared with DT,

which can alleviate the encroachment on the FCT of RDMA,

ABM has a poor effect and can not isolate lossy traffic and

lossless traffic. Fig. 7(c) shows the total occupancy of a ToR

switch during the entire traffic transmission period. L2BM can

limit 99% buffer occupancy to less than 13%. Even if the TCP
load reaches 0.8, it reduces about 40% compared with other

algorithms, greatly reducing the queuing delay of small flows

and burst tolerance of switches.

Especially, Fig. 7(d) shows the number of all PFC pause

TABLE II: The number of PFC pause frames

load 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
ABM 1 18 257 385 543
DT 1548 2597 7316 9083 10775
DT2 0 8 312 450 418
L2BM 6 0 5 4 49

frames generated in the whole simulation process when using

various algorithms under the same traffic pattern. It is obvious

that L2BM can guarantee very few or even no pause frames

even under extremely high traffic loads, avoiding PFC storms,

deadlocks, throughput degradation and other problems from

the root. Because the α of DT is too small, a large number

of pause frames are generated, which can reach more than

10000 under high load. PFC has high trigger probability and

serious propagation. ABM and DT2 have similar effect, but

there are still about 500 pause frames under high load. In

order to display the results more accurately and highlight the

performance of L2BM, TABLE II records the number of PFC

pause frames tracked in the whole process under different

loads in detail.

Unlike traditional algorithms, which set the PFC threshold

rigidly, L2BM can sense the congestion degree of output

queues at the switch entrance and adjust the PFC threshold

more flexibly. Therefore, it can effectively reduce the

probability of triggering PFC, protect RDMA traffic and

avoid harmful problems, without excessive buffer occupancy.

Instead, it improves buffer utilization and reduces the overall

FCT, finally the coexistence of lossy traffic and lossless traffic
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(a) Incast flows.
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(b) Error bar of all query delay. (c) CDF of buffer occupancy.

Fig. 10: Performance comparison and error analysis in incast traffic with background flows.

is well realized.

Fig. 8 shows CDF of the total occupancy of four ToR

switches when the TCP traffic load is 0.8. The CDF is a trace

of the total occupancy from traffic generation to completion,

which is recorded every 0.001s. L2BM significantly reduces

the overall buffer occupation of all ToR switches, as L2BM can

allocate buffer more equitably and achieve better flow control.

Fig. 9 shows the CDF of TCP flows and RDMA flows under

high load. L2BM optimizes the completion time of RDMA

flows without damaging TCP flows.

B. Burst Deep Dive

The main purpose of buffer management algorithms is to

absorb burst traffic, so the performance of the algorithm under

incast traffic is an crucial indicator to measure its effectiveness.

In this experiment, we still make half of the servers generate

the traffic under the web search workload, using DCTCP. And

we set the web search traffic load up to 0.8 to verify the

burst tolerance of each algorithm under high-load background

traffic.

As explained above, we first make x = 1MB (25% of total

buffer size) and N = 5, that is, each time the target server

initiates a file request, five other servers send 200KB of data

to it. Each server may initiate requests, and the occurrence

of each request follows Poisson distribution. In our actual

experiment, there are 376 requests in 0.5 seconds, and 1880

flows with a size of 200KB are generated totally. We evaluated

the FCT distribution of all incast flows, the actual response

latency of all requests, and buffer occupation of the switch

under different buffer management policies.

Normalized FCT distribution: Fig. 10(a) shows the CDF
of FCT slowdown of all incast flows. Compared with other

algorithms, L2BM significantly reduces the normalized FCT

and limits 90% of them under 10. Suppose 10 is taken as

the evaluation criterion of normalized completion time, L2BM

saves at least 90% of the incast flows, 10% more than DT, and

10% more than ABM and DT2.

Average request latency: The response time is the

maximum FCT of the five flows generated by each request.

The average response time under L2BM is less than 0.48ms,

which is 55% lower than DT, 43% lower than ABM, and

57% lower than DT2, the request delay greatly optimized. In

addition, standard deviation and fluctuation range of response

latency under L2BM are smaller. The minimum delay is

compressed to 0.34ms and the maximum delay is limited to

2.9ms, which is 47% lower than DT. More error bar analysis

are detailed in Fig. 10(b).

Buffer occupancy: Fig. 10(c) shows the CDF of buffer

occupancy of a ToR switch under incast traffic. L2BM limits

the buffer occupancy to less than 400KB for more than 90% of

time, about 35% more than other algorithms. Specially, L2BM

ensures that the buffer utilization does not exceed 600KB in

99% of time, while other algorithms can only maintain 99%
of the utilization does not exceed 900KB or even 1MB.

Impact of the number of concurrent flows: Similarly, with
the TCP web search workload as the background traffic, we

change the number of concurrent flows of each request from

N = 5 to N = 10 and N = 15, also requesting 1MB file.

That is, more packets will arrive at the switch at the same

time. Therefore, as the number of concurrent flows increases,

the performance of the algorithm will weaken. We analyze

L2BM’s ability to process concurrent flows from the following

three dimensions:

• Tail latency: Fig. 11(a) shows the 99% FCT slowdown

of incast flows at different concurrency. The increase of

concurrency has no significant influence on L2BM. Even

if there are 15 concurrent flows, L2BM can limit the

normalized tail latency to less than 40, which is 50%
lower than DT2 and 23% lower than ABM.

• Average latency: Fig. 11(b) shows the average response
latency for all requests. When there are 10 concurrent

flows, the average latency of L2BM does not exceed

2.5ms. When there are 15 concurrent flows, the average

latency brought by L2BM does not exceed 3.7ms, which

is 78.8% lower than DT. DT has the worst performance,

because its α is too small, easy to trigger PFC when burst

traffic arrives. Even though the switch has free buffers,

these high-frequency PFC pause frames may be fatal to

the maximum completion time of concurrent flows. ABM

also performed poorly as it does not consider flow control

at ingress.
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(a) FCT of all incast flows. (b) Avg. response time of all queries (c) PFC pause frames.

Fig. 11: Performance comparison in incast traffic with background flows under variable incast degree.

• PFC pause frames: Fig. 11(c) shows the number of

PFC pause frames caused with various algorithms. The

pause frames triggered by L2BM are basically one order

of magnitude lower than other algorithms. Even under

high concurrency, L2BM brings no more than 2000

PFC pauses frames. In theory, fewer PFC pause frames

may cause excessive occupancy and unfairness. However,

L2BM only flexibly allocates available buffers to burst

flows according to the congestion status at output queues,

not encroaching on other flows, but avoids unnecessary

pauses.

C. Deployability

L2BM only needs a sojourn time recording module in the

switch MMU, which is deployable with existing commodity

switches through simple commands, and also easy to be

implemented in hardware programmable switches or Field

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). We consider to conduct

more experiments in real testbed environment in our future

work.

V. RELATED WORK

Buffer management policies for lossy networks. Most
switches today use the on-chip shared buffering pool to

increase the buffer utilization, instead of the private memory

that is exclusive for a single port [20]. The shared buffer

is dynamically allocated to different ports according to

specific buffer management policies. In recent years, buffer

management strategies based on DT have been proposed

almost every year. DT is usually the management algorithm

used by the switch by default. Some variants of DT are

devised: 1) Specific algorithms designed for different traffic

patterns [15]–[18]: EDT [16] alleviates packet dropping caused

by micro-burst traffic through fully utilizing the switch buffer

and temporarily relaxing the fairness constraint; TDT [17] can

sense different traffic patterns; 2) Combining active queue

management with buffer partition, such as ABM [19]; 3)

Using machine learning algorithm to optimize buffer partition

[24], [25]: NDT uses deep reinforcement learning to learn

buffer management policies without human instructions; 4)

Considering different priority queues [26], [27], such as FAB,

ABM. These schemes hardly consider lossless traffic and flow

control at ingress ports.

Active queue management and congestion feedback.
There are many ECN schemes designed to mitigate micro-

burst traffic [1], [28]–[30]. BCC [1] is proposed for marking

management at shared buffer switches. BCC selectively

combines the congestion signals from the per-port and shared-

buffer ECN marking schemes to reduce the packet loss rate

and improve the overall network performance. Besides, TCD

[31] is designed for congestion detection in lossless networks.

TCD can detect congestion ports accurately and identify flows

contributing to congestion as well as flows only affected by

hop-by-hop flow controls.

PFC and avoidance. PFC is developed to enable RoCEv2

for zero packet loss, but it causes collateral damages,

including head-of-line blocking, unfairness and even deadlock.

Therefore, lots of research work focuses on avoiding PFC

or alleviate above problems, including end-to-end congestion

control [12], [14] and modification of PFC at switches [32]–

[34]. DCQCN reduces the probability of triggering PFC

by limiting the ECN threshold. GFC [34] is proposed to

manipulate the port rate at a fine granularity, so that all ports

can keep packets flowing even cyclic buffer dependency exists

and deadlock is eliminated. P-PFC [32] monitors the derivative

of buffer occupation, predicts the happening of PFC trigger in

the future, and proactively triggers PFC pause in advance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we revealed that when RDMA flows share

switch buffer resources with lossy traffic such as TCP in

hybrid DCNs, as the flow control at switch ingress ports

cannot distinguish the congestion states of different traffic

classes, unnecessary PFC pause frames are generated and the

tail latency of RDMA flows are vulnerable to TCP traffic.

In order to solve this problem, we proposed L2BM, a buffer

management algorithm that can sense emptying time of ingress

queues and congestion degree of output queues by estimating

the average occupying time of packets for each ingress

queue. L2BM sets more appropriate flow control threshold

and ingress pool division, only need for a residence time

recording module in the MMU. Large scale experiments show
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that L2BM outperforms previous buffer management policies,

achieving flexible buffer allocation for TCP/RDMA traffic and

better burst absorption.
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